The Chair called up the following measures and amendments, previously provided to Members, to be considered *en bloc*:

1. **H.Res. 512, Calling for the global repeal of blasphemy, heresy, and apostasy laws (Raskin)**
   - Levin, an amendment in the nature of a substitute to H.Res. 512

   - Wilson, an amendment in the nature of a substitute to H.R. 5408

3. **H.Res. 741, Recognizing the continued success of the Food for Peace Act (Costa)**
   - Engel, an amendment in the nature of a substitute to H.Res. 742

4. **H.R. 5664, LIFT Act (McCaul)**
   - McCaul Amendment #1

5. **H.Res. 720, Expressing the sense of the House of Representatives that the International Olympic Committee should correct Jim Thorpe’s Olympic records for his unprecedented accomplishments during the 1912 Olympic Games (Haaland)**

   - Connolly, an amendment in the nature of a substitute to H.R. 2166
   - Houlahan Amendment #58

7. **H.R. 2847, No Passport Fees for Heroes’ Families Act (Mitchell)**
   - Wilson, an amendment in the nature of a substitute to H.R. 2847

8. **H.Res. 723, Encouraging all nations to end sexual violence against girls through in-country data-driven reforms as demonstrated by multiple African nations (Wild)**
   - Wild, an amendment in the nature of a substitute to H.Res. 723
   - Houlahan Amendment #57

9. **H.Res. 809, Expressing the importance of the United States alliance with the Republic of Korea and the contributions of Korean Americans in the United States (Suozzi)**
   - Engel, an amendment in the nature of a substitute to H.Res. 809

10. **H.Res. 458, Reaffirming the strong partnership between Tunisia and the United States and supporting the people of Tunisia in their continued pursuit of democratic reforms (Deutch)**
    - Deutch, an amendment in the nature of a substitute to H.Res. 458

11. **H.R. 1611, Robert Levinson Hostage Recovery and Hostage-Taking Accountability Act**
    - Deutch, an amendment in the nature of a substitute to H.R. 1611

The measures considered *en bloc* were agreed to by voice vote. By unanimous consent, the measures were ordered favorably reported, as amended if amended. The Chairman intends to seek House consideration under suspension of the rules.
The Committee adjourned.

***All measures can be found [here](#).